AUSTRALASIAN MECHANICAL COPYRIGHT OWNERS SOCIETY LIMITED
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Australasian Mechanical Copyright Owners Society Limited’s (‘AMCOS’, ‘the Company’)
corporate governance framework, policies and practices are described below. These
corporate governance principles also apply to AMCOS’s subsidiary company AMCOS New
Zealand Limited.
1.

Framework and practices

AMCOS is a company incorporated in New South Wales with liability limited by
guarantee. It was formed in 1979 to provide for Australia a centralised means of:
• Granting licences to those wishing to reproduce in recorded form musical works and
associated literary works (music); and
• Distributing royalties received pursuant to such licences to music composers,
publishers and songwriters, that is, its members.
AMCOS seeks to protect its members’ rights and to administer those rights in the most
effective and efficient manner possible.
APRA AMCOS’ strategic priorities for the financial years 2021 to 2023 are to:
• support our members to pursue successful and sustainable businesses and careers
by providing well-targeted services, strong advocacy and opportunities to grow
• provide simple, transparent and effective licensing solutions for music users and
build relationships, educate our licensees, and promote the value that music brings
to their businesses
• maximise revenue for our rightsholders and ensure that our processes are
competitive, efficient, accountable, fair and transparent
• enable self-directed high performing teams that are connected, innovative,
inclusive, accountable and engaged.
In pursuing these objectives AMCOS also seeks to operate within a framework of corporate
governance that provides a clear, consistent and transparent set of principles and
accountability by which the Board and Management agree to be bound in the discharge of
their Duties. These principles are contained in this Corporate Governance Statement which
supplements AMCOS’s Constitution (Memorandum & Articles of Association) and the
members’ input (Assignment of Right) agreements.
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The Corporate Governance Statement is itself supplemented by the Collecting Societies’
Code of Conduct and AMCOS’s Distribution Rules and Practices. The Corporate Governance
Statement also recognises that, whilst the Company is principally acting for the benefit of its
members, it has obligations towards other parties including its licensees, APRA AMCOS
employees and the public.
This statement and a range of documents referred to in it are available on the Company’s
website at https://www.apraamcos.com.au/about/governance-policy. The website is
regularly updated and contains copies and summaries of principles and policies referred to in
this statement.
2.

Board of Directors

Role and responsibilities of the Board
The Board’s primary role is the enhancement of member remuneration from the licensing of
the reproduction in recorded form of right holders’ musical works. The Board has a collective
responsibility for directing the business activities of AMCOS to the benefit of its members.
The key responsibilities of the Board include:
• approving the strategic direction of AMCOS by establishing with management the
financial and other key corporate objectives of the Company;
• the adoption and periodic review of AMCOS’s strategic plan, annual budgets, financial
statements and royalty distributions including monitoring financial performance
against forecast and prior periods;
• the review and adoption of the annual Directors’ Report and financial statements
ensuring compliance with accounting standards;
• dealing with the allocation of monies in accordance with the Constitution (Article 88)
and in particular determining the methods of entitlement to royalty distributions;
• monitoring the effectiveness of risk management by AMCOS Management including
satisfying itself through regular reporting and review that appropriate internal control
mechanisms are in place and are being implemented;
• maintaining ongoing communication with AMCOS’s external auditor and where
appropriate regulatory authorities, to provide reasonable assurance of compliance
with all regulatory requirements;
• selecting, appointing and terminating the external auditor subject to the approval of
members at the annual general meeting;
• reviewing the evaluation of the external auditor’s performance and ongoing
independence, undertaken by the Board’s Audit and Governance Committee;
• reviewing the social, ethical and environmental impact of AMCOS’s activities, setting
standards and monitoring compliance with AMCOS’s sustainability policies and
practices;
• the appointment of the Chief Executive Officer and determination of his or her
remuneration and performance criteria;
• the endorsement of Senior Management appointments;
• reviewing succession plans for the Chief Executive Officer and Senior Management;
• the admission of members and endorsement of changes in membership status;
• monitoring compliance with the Collecting Societies’ Code of Conduct; and
• monitoring Work, Health and Safety issues by regularly reviewing WH&S reporting
and related information.
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The Board may from time to time delegate functions to Board committees but at all times
ensuring the Board committees report on all relevant matters including decisions made which
are then endorsed by the Board.
To assist in the execution of its responsibilities the Board has established an Audit & Risk
Committee and an Operations Committee. These committees have written mandates and
operating procedures which are reviewed on a regular basis. The Board has also established a
framework for the management of the Company including a system of internal control and
the establishment of appropriate ethical standards.
The Board has delegated responsibility for the operation and administration of the Company
to the Chief Executive Officer and Senior Management. Responsibilities are delineated by
formal authority delegations.
The Board carries out its responsibilities through regular meetings with the Chief Executive
Officer and other senior members of management including the Company Secretary and
Chief Financial Officer.
Board size and composition
The Board is comprised of twelve full members elected by the membership for renewable
three-year terms.
All members of the Board are non-executive.
When filling a casual vacancy the Board considers the mix of skills and the diversity of Board
members when assessing the composition of the Board. The Board assesses existing and
potential directors’ skills to ensure they have appropriate industry expertise in the Company’s
business activities.
Board Meetings
The number and dates of meetings of the full Board are normally determined at the first
meeting after the Annual General Meeting of the Company. The Board currently holds six
scheduled meetings each year. This does not preclude the calling of an additional meeting at
any time should a particular subject require urgent consideration.
Directors are required to:
•
•
•
•
•

devote time to attending Board and Committee meetings and reading Board papers;
make contributions to decision making;
maintain confidentiality in relation to Board discussions, papers and deliberations;
act in the interests of the Company at large; and
be prepared to represent the Company at all times

All Directors are expected to attend meetings in person or by video or teleconference.
Board committees set their own timetables for meetings according to need.
Minutes of all Board and Committee meetings are kept by the Company Secretary and
circulated to directors before the next meeting.
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The agenda for meetings is prepared in conjunction with the Chair, Chief Executive Officer
and Company Secretary. Standing items include the Chief Executive Officer’s report, financial
reports, strategic matters, governance and compliance. Board and Committee papers are
circulated in advance of the meeting.
The Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer and Head of Legal & Corporate Services
are expected to attend Board Meetings and make presentations to Board as required. In
addition, other executive leaders and senior managers are expected to regularly attend Board
meetings and to present reports directly to the Board on matters related to their areas of the
Company’s activity. Directors have other opportunities, including visits to business offices, for
contact with a wider group of employees.
The Board may, where it considers appropriate, convene a meeting without the attendance
of the Chief Executive Officer or other management.
Chair
The Chair and Deputy Chair are elected by the full Board at the first meeting following the
Annual General Meeting. The tenure of both Chair and Deputy Chair is until the close of the
Annual General Meeting following their election, normally one year.
The Chair, or in their absence, the Deputy Chair, will:
•
•
•
•

conduct Board meetings in a manner conducive to the participation of all Directors;
seek to provide clear directions as to the Board’s expectations of management;
be the major point of contact between the Board and the Chief Executive Officer;
be kept regularly and fully informed by the Chief Executive Officer on all operational
matters which may be of relevance and/or interest to the Board; and
• review regularly with the Chief Executive Officer and such other senior managers as
the Chief Executive Officer recommends, progress on major projects and significant
issues facing the Company.
The Chair and either of, the Deputy Chair or the Chair of the Audit & Risk
Committee regularly review and approve the Chief Executive Officer’s expenses.
Management
The role of Management is to:
• develop and implement systems which will achieve the Company’s strategic
objectives;
• manage the day-to-day business operations of the Company; and
• advise the Board, with the assistance of such external professional advisors as
required, on matters requiring deliberation or decision-making by the Board.
The Chief Executive Officer
The Chief Executive Officer is appointed by and reports to the Board. The Chief Executive
Officer is responsible for ensuring the most efficient allocation of resources in achieving the
strategic objectives set by the Board.
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The role of the Chief Executive Officer includes:
• leadership of the Management team in the day-to-day management of AMCOS’s
operations;
• recruiting Senior Management, subject to endorsement by the Board, determining
their remuneration and performance criteria;
• supervising the preparation of the strategic objectives and annual budgets;
• ensuring systems and controls exist to allow for the delegation of responsibilities and
for the proper flow of information within management; and
• representing the Company at meetings with Government, CISAC (The International
Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers), collecting societies and trade
associations with which the Company has business interests.
The Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer review and approve the Senior
Managers’ expenses in accordance with the Levels of Delegated Authority approved by the
Audit & Risk Committee.
The Company Secretary
The Company Secretary is appointed by the Chief Executive Officer, subject to endorsement
by the Board as required by the Constitution. The Company Secretary reports to the Chief
Executive Officer.
The Company Secretary is responsible for:
• ensuring that the Board complies with the Company’s constitution and governance
framework and its statutory obligations to regulators;
• ensuring that Board members are provided with appropriate notices of an papers
relating to the Board and Committee meetings; and
• organising the Company’s annual general meeting and the election of Directors.
Senior Management
All appointments of Senior Management are made by the Chief Executive Officer and
endorsed by the Board.
Senior Management provide annual written confirmation of compliance with the Company’s
policies.
Formal appraisals are conducted at least annually for all employees including Senior
Management. Training and development and appropriate remuneration and incentives with
regular performance reviews create an environment of co-operation and constructive
dialogue with employees and Senior Management. A formal succession plan is also in place to
ensure competent and knowledgeable employees fill senior positions when retirements or
resignations occur.
At the time of appointment all employees are required to sign an employment agreement
which requires the employee to provide confidentiality undertakings in respect of all
information gained through their employment, such information is to remain confidential at
all times, both while they are an employee of the Company and thereafter.
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A review of Senior Management’s remuneration and performance criteria is made by the
Audit & Risk Committee during its review of individual expense categories in the annual
Budget approval process.
Employees will be reimbursed for expenses properly incurred in the performance of Company
duties. The use of Company credit cards for private purposes is not permitted.
Director remuneration
The total sum of Directors’ remuneration is determined by a simple resolution of members at
the Company’s Annual General Meeting. The sum is divided between Directors at the
discretion of the Board. The Board may ask that a review be undertaken by outside experts to
assist in a recommendation on the total remuneration payable to Directors.
Directors will also be reimbursed for reasonable costs incurred in attending Board,
Committee and other events requiring their presence. Business class is considered
appropriate for international air travel and economy class for domestic air travel, subject to
protocols determined from time to time by the Audit and Governance Committee and
approved by the Board.
Director education
The Company has a formal process to educate new directors about the nature of the
business, current issues, the corporate strategy and the expectations of the Company
concerning the performance of directors. Directors also have the opportunity to visit
Company offices and meet with management to gain a better understanding of business
operations.
Directors are given access to continuing education opportunities to update and enhance their
skills and knowledge.
Independent professional advice and access to Company information
The Board has the right on its own behalf or for individual Directors to take independent
professional advice, including legal advice, at AMCOS’s cost on matters relating to the
Company’s business and to assist them in carrying out their responsibilities.
Individual Directors may obtain independent legal advice on issues of actual or potential
conflict of interest at the Company’s cost, subject to the prior approval of the Chair.
All Directors have access to advice from senior internal legal advisors including the Company’s
Head of Legal & Corporate Services.
The Directors have unrestricted access to the Company records and all related information
and receive regular detailed financial and operational reports from Senior Management. The
Chair and other Directors regularly consult with the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial
Officer and other senior executives, and may consult with and request additional information
from any employees.
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3.

Board committees

The Board has appointed the following Committees:
• Audit & Risk
• Operations
The Audit and Governance Committee’s responsibilities are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

review the Corporate Governance Statement;
oversee the integrity of the financial statements and financial reporting systems;
liaise with the external auditors in their annual audit of the financial statements;
review internal control framework and business risks assessment;
monitor the ethical standards for AMCOS;
oversee company compliance with legal, regulatory requirements and compliance
policies.

The Operations Committee’s responsibilities are to:
• review and where appropriate making recommendations to the Board on:
o changes and enhancements to AMCOS’ Royalty Distribution Rules and Practices
including in association with the development of new licence schemes or rates;
o the AMCOS share of bundled tariffs issued on behalf of APRA and AMCOS;
o any matters arising from Distribution Reports including as to trends in
writer/publisher/affiliate shares of royalty distributions;
o the status and release of royalties held in control and dispute accounts;
• oversee licence scheme reviews and consultation processes, subject always to relevant
competition law and confidentiality obligations;
• approve allocations from the unlogged performance pool per delegated authority.
Each Committee meets regularly and as required. Each Committee appoints its own Chair and
reports to the full Board at the ensuing Board meeting.
All Committee decisions require the endorsement of the Board before implementation.
4.

Ethical decision making and accountability

Ethical standards
All directors, managers and employees are expected to act with the utmost integrity and
objectivity, striving at all times to enhance the reputation and performance of AMCOS.
AMCOS is a good corporate citizen and complies with the letter and the spirit of the law
and the Collecting Societies’ Code of Conduct, whenever it does business.
The expected standards of behaviour by directors, managers and employees to members,
licensees and colleagues are set out in the Company’s Code of Conduct available on the
website at www.apraamcos.com.au. Every employee has a nominated supervisor to
whom they may refer any issues arising from their employment.
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Collecting Societies Code of Conduct
In July 2002, the Company, along with the other Australian copyright collecting societies,
adopted a voluntary Code of Conduct. As a signatory to the code, AMCOS affirms its
commitment to uphold the following standards:
• to treat all members and licensees fairly, honestly, impartially and courteously;
• to make membership open to all eligible rights owners or controllers of relevant
copyrights;
• to be transparent in dealings with members;
• to maintain a clear, accessible distribution policy;
• to offer licensees plain English licences and clear information about licences; and
• to set fair and reasonable licence fees that take into account the value of the copyright
material and how it will be used.
Mr Jim Burchett QC, a former Federal Court Judge and Copyright Tribunal President, was the
independent Code Reviewer monitoring and reporting on the Societies’ compliance with the
Code each year until he passed away in September 2012. The Hon K.E.Lindgren AM, QC, was
appointed Code Reviewer in November 2012 and has completed the report for the years
ended 30 June 2012 to 30 June 2020.
The Code Reviewer’s report is posted each year, once it is released and is available, on APRA’s
website at www.apraamcos.com.au.
Conflicts of interest
Directors are expected to observe the highest standards of ethical behaviour. Directors owe
fiduciary duties to AMCOS, including the duties of loyalty, diligence and confidentiality.
Whilst directors represent particular members of AMCOS, their duty is to act at all times in
the best interests of the Company, that is, in the best interests of all the members of the
Company.
Directors may not make an improper use of their position by:
• the use of information obtained or a business opportunity to gain a personal
advantage or benefit which belongs to the Company;
• being a party to a business transaction with the Company or a related entity without
the full knowledge and approval of the Board; and
• allowing conflicts of interest to arise without advising the Board of the circumstances.
The Corporations Act 2001 prevents a director with a material personal interest in a matter
from voting on the matter at a Board meeting or being present while the matter is discussed.
Although this restriction does not apply where the directors resolve that the interest should
not disqualify the director from voting or being present, AMCOS’s policy is to adopt the
general rule in the Corporations Act, so that a director who has a material personal interest in
a matter does not receive the relevant Board papers, is not present at the meeting whilst the
item is considered and does not vote on the matter.
Directors must give notice to the Board of any material personal interests. The notice must
give details of the nature and extent of the interest and the relation of the interest to the
affairs of AMCOS. The notice must be given at a Board meeting as soon as practicable after
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the director becomes aware of his or her interest in the matter. Disclosure can also be made
by way of a standing notice given at a Board meeting.
APRA AMCOS employees must avoid situations or transactions in which their personal
interest could, or might be seen to, conflict with those of AMCOS. An employee must
immediately disclose any potential or perceived conflict of interest to their manager.
An employee must not be involved in any other company or business in any capacity including
but not limited to as a director, partner, employee, consultant or agent etc, whether paid or
unpaid, if there is a possibility that their personal interests could conflict with those of
AMCOS, unless they first get permission from their departmental director.
5.

Financial reporting

Approach to financial reporting
AMCOS’s approach to financial reporting is based upon the following core principles:
• The financial reports present a true and fair view;
• The accounting methods comply with applicable accounting rules and policies; and
• The external auditor is independent and serves the members’ interests.
The Board, through the Audit & Risk Committee, monitors Australian and international
developments relevant to these principles, and reviews AMCOS’s practices accordingly.
The role of the Audit & Risk Committee has been documented in a Charter which is approved
by the Board of Directors. In accordance with this Charter, all members of the Committee are
non-executive directors. The role of the Committee is to advise on the establishment and
maintenance of a framework of internal control and appropriate ethical standards for the
management of the Company.
The Committee also gives the Board of Directors additional assurance regarding the quality
and reliability of financial information prepared for use by the Board in determining policies
or for inclusion in the financial report.
The members of the Committee are elected by the Board.
The external auditors, the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Head of Legal &
Corporate Services and Head of Revenue are invited to Committee meetings at the discretion
of the Committee.
The Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer provided assurance in writing to
the Board that the financial records of the Company for the financial year have been properly
maintained; and the Company’s financial reports comply with Australian Accounting
Standards and present a true and fair view, in all material respects, of the Company’s financial
condition and operational results. This statement is required annually.
The responsibilities of the Audit and Governance Committee include:
•

approve the annual Budget including the review of individual expense categories and
measure performance against Budget on a quarterly basis;
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

reviewing financial reports and other information distributed externally;
monitoring corporate risk assessment processes;
reviewing any new accounting policies to ensure compliance with Australian
Accounting Standards and generally accepted accounting principles;
reviewing external audit reports to ensure that where major deficiencies or
breakdowns in controls or procedures have been identified appropriate and prompt
remedial action is taken by management;
considering whether non-audit services provided by the external auditor are
consistent with maintaining the external auditor’s independence;
liaising with the external auditors and ensuring that the annual statutory audits are
conducted in an effective manner;
monitoring the establishment of an appropriate internal control framework and
considering enhancements;
monitoring the establishment of appropriate ethical standards;
monitoring the procedures in place to ensure compliance with the Corporations Act,
2001 and any matters outstanding with auditors, Australian Taxation Office,
Australian Securities and Investments Commission and financial institutions;
reviewing reports on any major defalcations, fraud and theft from the Company;
improving the quality of the accounting function; and
reviewing the declaration from the Company Secretary on compliance with statutory
responsibilities.

The Audit & Risk Committee reviews the performance of the external auditors on an annual
basis and meets with them during the year to discuss the audit plan, the year-end audit and
as required.
External auditor
The external auditor’s principal responsibility is to the members of AMCOS and they remain
independent at all times. The role of the external auditor is to provide an independent
opinion that AMCOS’s financial reports are true and fair and comply with applicable
regulations.
The auditors may only be removed from office by the members at a general meeting.
The Board is made aware of the extent of the auditors’ duties and the scope of the work
performed in a “Letter of Engagement” issued by the auditors annually. To avoid possible
independence or conflict issues the use of the external audit firm for any non-audit services
must be assessed and approved in accordance with the pre-approval process determined by
the Audit and Governance Committee.
The auditor’s remuneration is negotiated at the beginning of each financial year.
The auditors meet at least twice annually with the Audit & Risk Committee, with or without
the presence of Senior Management as determined by the Chair of the Committee and at
least once annually with the Board.
The auditors attend the annual general meeting to answer questions from members
regarding the conduct of its audit, the audit report and financial statements and its
independence. The auditors also attend all general meetings of members and act as
scrutineers in the event of a ballot.
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6.

Risk management

The Board of Directors has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the
risk management framework. The Board has established the Audit & Risk Committee which is
responsible for developing and monitoring risk management policies. The Committee reports
regularly to the Board on its activities.
The Board acknowledges that it is responsible for the overall internal control framework, but
recognises that no cost effective internal control system will preclude all errors and
irregularities.
Risk management policies are established to identify and analyse the risks faced by AMCOS,
to set appropriate risk limits and controls, and to monitor risks and adherence to limits. Risk
management policies and systems are reviewed regularly to reflect changes in market
conditions and AMCOS’s activities. The system is based upon written procedures, policies,
guidelines, job descriptions and organisational structures that provide an appropriate division
of responsibility and the careful selection and training of qualified personnel.
The Company through its training and management standards and procedures aims to
develop a disciplined and constructive control environment in which all employees
understand their roles and obligations.
The Audit & Risk Committee oversees how management monitors compliance with AMCOS’s
risk management policies and procedures and reviews the adequacy of the risk management
framework in relation to the risks faced by the Company.
AMCOS is exposed to each of the following risks:
• credit risk - represents the loss that would be recognised if a customer or
counterparty failed to perform their contractual obligations and arises principally
from AMCOS’s receivables from licensees.
• liquidity risk - is the risk that the Company will not be able to meet its obligations as
they fall due. AMCOS’s approach to managing liquidity is to ensure that it will always
have sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities when due, under both normal and
unusual conditions, without incurring unacceptable losses or risking damage to the
Company’s reputation.
• market risk - represents the risk that changes in market prices such as foreign
exchange rates and interest rates will affect the Company’s income or the value of its
holding of financial instruments. The objective of market risk management is to
manage and control market risk exposures within acceptable parameters, while
optimising the return.
• operational risk - is the risk of direct or indirect loss arising from a wide variety of
causes associated with the Company’s processes, personnel, technology and
infrastructure, and from external factors other than credit, market and liquidity risks
such as those arising from legal and regulatory requirements and generally accepted
standards of corporate behaviour.
In addition to and related to these four main types of risk AMCOS also manages the following
risks:
• business risk - the risk arising from the vulnerability of a line of business to adverse
changes in the business environment;
• investment risk - the potential for a financial loss arising from the recoverability of
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short term deposits with major banks;
• insurance risk - the risk of under-estimation of the expected loss of insured events,
volatility in the number or severity of insured events and under-estimation of the cost
of incurred claims;
• social, governance or environmental risks - the risk of damage to AMCOS’s reputation
or financial performance due to failure to recognise or address material existing or
emerging sustainability related social, governance or environmental issues; and
• reputation risk – the risk to revenue or expenses from negative public opinion
resulting from the loss of reputation or public trust and standing.
The Board reviews and approves the business objectives and long-term strategies and in that
context approves the annual Budget. A comprehensive budgeting system is in place and
actual performance is monitored and compared against the Budget.
Comprehensive risk management policies and practices have been established to manage
business risks including:
• significant capital expenditure and revenue commitments, in accordance with the
parameters of the delegated authority approvals policy, receive prior approval by the
Board;
• major business risks are identified and assessed to ensure appropriate internal
controls are in place to manage the risk;
• occupational health and safety standards and management systems are monitored
and reviewed to achieve high standards of performance and compliance with
regulations;
• business transactions are properly authorised and executed within the parameters of
the delegated authority approvals policy;
• the quality and integrity of personnel are assessed; and
• financial reporting accuracy and compliance with the financial reporting regulatory
framework is monitored.
Written confirmation of compliance with the Company’s risk management policies is obtained
from Senior Management of all operating departments each year.
The Company’s objective is to manage operational risk so as to balance the avoidance of
financial losses and damage to AMCOS’s reputation with overall cost effectiveness and to
avoid control procedures that restrict initiative and creativity.
The primary responsibility for the development and implementation of controls to address
operational risk is assigned to Senior Management within each operating division. This
responsibility is supported by the development of overall Company standards for the
management of operational risk in the following areas:
• requirements for appropriate segregation of duties, including the independent
authorisation of transactions;
• requirements for the reconciliation and monitoring of transactions;
• compliance with regulatory and other legal requirements;
• documentation of controls and procedures;
• requirements for the periodic assessment of operational risks faced, and the
adequacy of controls and procedures to address the risks identified;
• requirements for the reporting of operational losses and proposed remedial action;
• development of contingency plans;
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• training and professional development;
• ethical and business standards; and
• risk mitigation, including insurance where this is effective.
Compliance with the Company’s standards is supported by regular reviews undertaken by a
governance committee of senior executives including the Chief Executive Officer, Chief
Financial Officer and Head of Legal & Corporate Services. The results of reviews are discussed
with the management of the operational unit to which they relate and all significant issues
arising from these reviews are brought to the attention of the Audit & Risk Committee.
7.

Diversity and inclusion

APRA AMCOS is committed to maintaining a workplace which encourages diversity
including diversity of gender, age, ethnicity, cultural background, sexual orientation
and religious beliefs.
The objectives of an inclusive approach in the workplace are to:
• develop a workplace which reflects the diverse community of our members and
licensees and improves their relationship experience with AMCOS; and
• create a truly inclusive working environment where each individual staff member is
able to develop their abilities regardless of gender, age, ethnicity, cultural
background, sexual orientation and religious beliefs.
APRA AMCOS has commenced a number of initiatives to achieve these objectives including:
• undertaking a formal Diversity Audit and developing an Equity Action Plan;
• assessing pay equity on an annual basis; and
• encouraging and supporting the implementation of flexible work policies
and practices.
The AMCOS Board is conscious of the need to increase the proportion of women in leadership
roles.
APRA AMCOS also invests in leadership development, further education, mentoring and
coaching programs. APRA AMCOS’s reward and recognition scheme is aligned with market
practice. The scheme recognises individual and team achievements and a well communicated
commitment to maintaining a respectful and collaborative work environment.
Staff engagement surveys are undertaken from time to time to identify specific needs
of employees including specific diversity issues.
8.

Corporate sustainability

Sustainability has always been a key consideration in every aspect of APRA AMCOS’s
business. Building a strong, financially viable business, maintaining an engaged workforce,
investing and connecting with the community and the industry that sustains us and reducing
our environmental impact is important to our long term success.
Our management and reporting of sustainability aim to address the issues APRA AMCOS
believes are the most material for our business and stakeholders, now and in the future.
APRA AMCOS understands sustainability is an evolving area and seeks to progressively
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implement the management of sustainability issues into the business as normal practice.
APRA AMCOS also seeks to contribute to public policy development and debate on issues that
affect our members and licensees including copyright, national cultural policy and media
convergence.
9.

Member communication and participation

The Board of Directors aims to ensure the members are informed of all major developments
affecting the Company’s operations. Information is communicated to members as follows:
• the annual report is made available to all members entitled to vote at and attend the
annual general meeting. The Board ensures that the annual report includes relevant
information about the operations of the Company during the year, changes in the state
of affairs of the Company and details of future developments, in addition to the other
disclosures required by the Corporations Act 2001;
• proposed major changes in the Company which may impact on the articles of
association are submitted to a vote of members;
• the Company’s website at www.apraamcos.com.au; and
• Company publications such as “APRAP”, which discuss all issues of interest to
members.
The Board encourages full participation of members at the Annual General Meeting to ensure
a high level of accountability and identification with the Company’s strategy and goals.
Important issues are presented to the members as single resolutions.
The members are responsible for voting on the appointment of directors.
In addition, the Company provides services to members including:
•
•
•
•

disputed ownership resolution procedures;
membership grievance procedures;
a free “1800” phone line for members;
regular meetings, seminars, workshops and other events for members in major capital
cities and regional centres; and
• communication by broadcast emails and a membership mobile app.

10.

Privacy and confidentiality

The Company respects the privacy of individuals and the confidentiality of the commercial
information owned by its members and its licensees. The Company’s privacy policy which is
on the Company’s website at www.apraamcos.com.au details how the Company maintains,
uses and under what circumstances discloses, personal information. The Company equally
adheres to the principles of open and accountable administration of its own affairs.
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